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Abstract 
The thesis consists of three chapters. Chapter 1 and chapter 2 are related to 
the high-speed lightwave network implementation. The former is about the 
design and implementation of a high-speed all-optical tunable-channel multi-
access network, while the latter is the theoretical analysis of high repetition rate 
optical pulse multiplication using fiber coupler loop configuration. In chapter 
3, a correction scheme to improve the spectral power accuracy in the spectrum 
analysis of multichannel CATV systems is presented. 
In the first part, a high-speed all-optical tunable-channel multi-access net-
work is designed and experimentally demonstrated. TCMA is a very attractive 
concept to realize ultrahigh capacity (> lOOGb/s) all-optical packet network. We 
have experimentally demonstrates a 16Gb/s TCMA network based on optical 
time-domain technique, requiring only 1 Gb/s components. The demonstration 
includes: simple and fast channel-tuning capability with channel switching time 
< 5 ns, high speed optical multiplexing k demultiplexing (> 16 Gb/s), and 
relaxed synchronization requirement for packet access. To achieve these goals, 
two novel ideas in lightwave technologies and network architecture, namely fast 
channel-tunable transmi tiers /receivers and destructi ve- wri ting using nonlinear 
optical loop mirror (NOLM), have been demonstrated. We believe these schemes 
iv 
have great potential to realize practical ultrahigh-speed ( � 1 0 0 Gb/s) all-optical 
networks. 
In the second part, a new approach to generate ultrahigh repetition rate 
optical pulses is proposed and analysed theoretically. It is different from con-
ventional approaches that use fiber or integrated waveguide delay line circuits. 
High repetition rate optical pulse multiplication phenomenon occurs when the 
optical pulse's spectral width is greater than the transfer bandwidth of the cou-
pler used. From the analysis, pulse doubling at repetition rates beyond hundred 
GHz range can be achieved using all-fiber low loss wavelength-division coupler 
with a looped-encl. The output repetition rate can be controlled by using fiber 
couplers with different equivalent transfer bandwidths. 
Ill the third part, incomplete-cycle sampling effect in the spectrum anal-
ysis of multichannel CATV distribution systems is investigated. Such defect 
will severely degrade the spcctral amplitude accuracy as well as the frequency 
resolution in which both of them of the channel carriers and distortion com-
ponents are important in deriving the system parameters such as CTB, CSO, 
and CNR are investigated. In practice, incomplete-cycle sampling is actually 
quite common in most spectrum analysis applications. The incomplete-cycle 
sampling effect is formulated mathmatically for multichannel systems and the 
result is useful in predicting the accurate spectral values. Moreover, windowing 
and a proposed correction method are used to alleviate such detrimental effect 
and the comparison results are given. A procedure to achieve better spectrum 
analysis for multichannel CATV systems is also presented. The analysis and the 
proposed schemes can give better fidelity of the measurements of multichannel 
CATV systems than traditional windowing in FFT-based spectrum analysis. 
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Chapter 1 




It has been anticipated that future broadband services would require large 
amount of data exchange. One of the driving forces is the delivery of video in-
formation, such as video conferencing, video-on-demand, and database retrieval 
involving video clips, that can provide more vivid and direct impact to the users. 
Even at present, computer network traffic has increased substantially due to the 
usage of some browsing programs like "Mosaic on World Wide Web (WWW)" 
which allow viewing of images and video databases at a remote site. To ac-
commodate this requirement, it is essential for future networks to have efficient 
network protocols and architectures that can support real time and high bit-rate 
services as well as technologies that can allow high speed data processing and 
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transmission. 
To realize ultrahigh-speed networks, lightwave technology is considered more 
promising than electronics due to the limited bandwidth of electronic compo-
nents. Lightwave technologies that can transmit more than 100 Gbit/s of data 
point-to-point using time-division-multiaccess (TDM) [1] or wavelength-division-
multiaccess (WDM) [2] have been demonstrated. However, all the demonstra-
tions so far are either fixed point-to-point data links or of circuit switching 
types, and will not sufficiently meet the needs of future broadband multimedia 
networks, which will be based on packet switching. 
Tunable-channel multi-access (TCMA) network is a very attractive concept 
to realize ultrahigh capacity (> 100 Gb/s) packet switching networks. This is a 
new class of multi-channel networks that employ local channel tuning to reduce 
the node complexity. They can be implemented with various MAC protocols, 
such as ACTA [3] or EQEB [4], both of which are based on bus/ring topolo-
gies and compatible to ATM. These protocols have been shown to have good 
characteristics such as simple design, high throughput, low delay and a perfor-
mance that is independent of the round-trip delay. We attempt to implement 
the ACTA protocol in our TCMA network prototype because of its simplicity. 
In order to realize a practical multi-access packet network, three key issues 
need to be considered: 
1. channel-tuning capability complexity 
2. multiplexing and demultiplexing capability h complexity 
3. timing and synchronization 
Either transmitters or receivers have to be tunable in a network. The 
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channel-tuning time should be small compared to a data packet duration. Op-
tical data need to be multiplexed or demultiplexed at the precise channel (time 
slot for TDM and wavelength for WDM). At the receiver side, optical data gen-
erated from different transmitters are susceptible to dispersion, and need to be 
synchronized. For ultrahigh-speed TDM networks [5], timing and synchroniza-
tion become a even greater task since the clock rate is much higher than WDM 
network's. On the other hand, it is difficult to have zero dispersion for many 
wavelength channels, therefore dispersion ultimately limits the bandwidth per 
wavelength for WDM scheme. Even if zero dispersion could be achieved for all 
wavelengths, the degradation due to four-wave-mixing (FWM) would dominate. 
On top of these considerations, solutions for these issues should be cost-effective 
to make the network feasible. 
To achieve these goals, two novel ideas in network architecture and light-
wave technologies, namely (1) destructive-writing scheme, and (2) fast channel-
tunable transmitters and receivers, have been proposed [6]. In this chapter, a 
16-Gb/s network prototype based on TCMA and the two proposed schemes are 
demonstrated and experimental results are presented. We believe these schemes 
have a great potential to realize a practical ultra-high speed all-optical TDM 
networks (up to 100 Gb/s). In section 1.2 and 1.3, TCMA networks and ACTA 
protocol are described. The implementation issues and the experimental results 
of the network prototype are presented in section 1.4. In section 1.5, other 
network issues such as network scalability and surviability are discussed. 
3 
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1.2 Tunable-Channel Multi-Access (TCMA) Net-
works 
To achieve high speed networking, both scalable capacity and low node com-
plexity are the desirable critical design issues. Tunable-Channel Multi-Access 
(TCMA) network is a generic class of multi-channel networks that meets these 
two requirements. Each node receives information from a designated channel. It 
can also send information to the other nodes by writing to the appropriate chan-
nel where the destined node attaches to. Since each channel operates at a lower 
data rate whereas the multiplexed data stream has a much higher data rate, the 
node complexity is much reduced while the network capacity is increased by a 
factor of M, where M is the number of channels. 
TCMA networks can be implemented using ring or bus topologies. The phys-
ical network is assumed to be a dual-bus looped back to itself. Fixed-sized empty 
slots arc continuously generated from the Head-of-Bus nodes in opposite direc-
tions. Each node consists of two receiving modules and two transmitting modules 
(see Figure 1.1), one for each bus. The receiving modules are permanently con-
nected to designated channels whereas the transmitting modules can be tuned 
to any output channel. The multiple channels can be multiplexed by several 
common multiplexing schemes such as time-division-multiplexed (TDM) [6], 
wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) [7] or subcarrier multiplexed (SCM) 
8]. In our prototype, we have chosen TDM to implement the TCMA network. 
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Figure 1.1: A TCMA node employing TDM 
1.3 Protocols For TCMA Networks 
Many existing network protocols can easily be adapted to work with TCMA net-
works, such as Fas net and its derivatives [9，10]. However, these protocols and 
many others that employ a cycle mechanism have a performance dependent on 
the round-trip delay time of the network. The Adaptive-Cycle Tunable-Access 
(ACTA) protocol [3], proposed by Dr. K.W. Cheung, has been shown to be a 
very efficient protocol for media access control of such high-speed all-optical net-
works [6]. Network simulations have been performed which demonstrate that 
a normalized throughput of > 0.9 per channel can be achieved (with a con-
trolled load equals 0.95) and the fairness can be maintained to within a factor of 
two even under heavily-overloaded conditions. Therefore, TCMA network with 
ACTA protocol provides a flexible and efficient platform for ultrahigh-speed net-
working. We will present the media access procedure, the cycle utilization, and 
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the advantages of ACTA in the followings. 
1.3.1 Media Access Procedure For ACTA Protocol 
For transmission, the media access control (MAC) cycle contains two phases: 
1. channel tuning; 
2. channel access. 
The channel tuning phase has been described in section 1.2 and the channel 
access procedure can be described as follows: 
1. Fixed-sized empty slots are continuously generated from the Head-of-Bus 
nodes in opposite directions. Each slot has two control-status bits: Cycle-
Start and Slot-Occupied. 
2. Variable-length cyclcs arc continuously generated from the Head-of-Bus 
with a length set by a cycle-length counter. 
3. At the start of a cycle, Cycle-Start of the first slot is set by the Head-of-
Bus. 
4. Any intermediate node can write consecutively onto the first Nq available 
slots immediately after it has seen Cycle-Start. Nq is an arbitrary quota 
decided for each node in advance according to priority. For simplicity it 
can be taken as a constant. 
5. Slot-Occupied is set after a slot has been written onto. 
6 
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6. When a node encounters one of the following conditions during trans-
mission, it must stop and wait for the next Cycle-Start for any further 
transmission: 
(a) the node has used up its quota of Nq slots in the current cycle; 
(b) the node encounters a packet going to a different channel; 
(c) the outgoing queue has been depleted. 
The transmission quota is reset to Nq for the new cycle. 
7. The End-of-Bus computes the new cycle-length according to the utilization 
of the current cycle using an adaptive algorithm (see next section). The 
cycle-length is always bounded by a minimum and a maximum. The new 
cycle-length is stored into the cycle-length counter, 
8. After the current cycle has been completed, the Head-of-Bus node initiates 
a new Cyclc-SUirt with a cycle-length given by the cyclc-length counter. If 
an open dual-bus is used instead of a looped bus, the information about the 
new cycle-length can be sent back from the end-node to the Heacl-of-Bus 
via the opposite bus. 
It can be seen that the media access is extremely simple and requires nothing 
more than a few state transitions and counting the number of packets sent in a 
cycle. 
7 
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1.3.2 Cycle Utilization & Adaptive Algorithm 
The following simple adaptive algorithm has been found to work very well for 
ACTA: 
current cycle length x cycle utilization 
new cycle length = :jj-y-,~77 U.丄） 
controllea load Lc 
where cycle utilization is the number of slots used in the cycle divided by the 
cycle-length, and controlled load is a parameter specifying the desired through-
put under heavily overloaded condition. When the network load deviates from 
the control load L � t h e cycle length would expand or contract accordingly, try-
ing to maintain the network utilization close to the controlled load. 
Even though it is tempting to try to get the largest possible throughput by 
setting tlie controlled load very close to unity, it must be prevented because the 
adaptive mechanism would lose its ability for cycle expansion and it takes a long 
time for the network to adapt to a higher network load. 
The flexibility of ACTA can be seen in the following example. When only 
one single node is transmitting on the channel, the cycle utilization is low since 
other nodes are not using their quota Nq. The ACTA protocol will reduce the 
cycle length until the cycle utilization equals to L � T h i s means the channel 
utilization by the single node can be increased from ^ x Lc x channel capacity 
(assuming uniformly loaded) to Lc channel capacity] a factor of N increase 
where N is the number of nodes per channel. 
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1.3.3 Advantages of ACTA Protocol 
First is its simplicity. No request registration is required. Local processing is 
kept to a minimum since media access can be decided from simple state transi-
tions based on slot information from a single bus. Each slot requires only two 
access-control status bits, (Cycle-Start and Slot-Occupied), thus the protocol 
can be made slot-compatible to many other protocols such as ATM or DQDB. 
Consecutive slots going to the same destination can be transmitted together, 
thus the reassembly processing for large packets is simplified. 
Second, performance is independent of the round-trip delay time. The nor-
malized throughput can be > 0.9 and the fairness can be maintained fairly well 
even under heavily overloaded conditions. Network utilization is high even when 
only a single node is transmitting. 
Third, it is adaptive to different trafFic. Since ACTA is based on an adaptive 
cycle mechanism, it can adapt itself to different traffic conditions. In particular, 
it is very well-behaved under non-uniform traffic conditions and does not have 
pathological problems such as lock-out in 2-node competition situations that 
affect many other protocols [11]. Further details of the protocol and simulation 
results can be found in [3, 12]. 
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1.4 Proposed High-Speed Photonic TDM Im-
plementation 
In this section, a novel non-regenerative implementations for TCMA networks 
using time-domain-multiaccess (TDM) will be described. In a TDM frame. Each 
channel occupies one single bit in every frame. Thus each frame contains a total 
of M bits when there are M channels in the system. ATM packets can be sent 
on each individual channel. Figure 1.2 shows the photonic configuration of a 
node. 
After Destructive Writing 
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Figure 1.2: Proposed high-speed TDM implementation of TCMA using a cen-
tralized pulse source and destructive writing scheme. ISO: Isolator, MUX:, Fiber 
Pulse Multiplexer, G: Optical Amplifier, F: Optical Bandpass Filter, PD, Pho-
todiode, DC: Decision Circuit, PLL: Phase-locked Loop, CS: Channel Selection, 
CT: Channel Tuning, C: Control Pulse, PC: Polarization Controller, PG: Pat-
tern Generator, ED: Error Detector, All couplers have 50:50 splitting ratios 
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A centralized pulse source is used to generate the pulses with width less 
than the system bit interval. Ultrafast optical channel multi/demultiplexing 
is achieved by nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM) [13] which acts as an 
ultrafast optical switch to 'forward' or 'reflect，the centralized pulses according 
to the injected control pulses. Nonlinear amplifying loop mirror (NALM) [14], 
which is similar to NOLM but having an EDFA inside the loop, may be used 
alternatively for its lower switching power needed. Both NOLM and NALM have 
the merits that they provide ASE reduction [15], pulse shaping, compression and 
pedestal suppression [16]. Also, better timing jitter tolerance can be acheived 
by the walkofF characteristics of such novel all-optical switching devices [17 . 
At each node, there are two pairs of channel-tunable transmitters and fixed-
channel receivers. In. the receiver module, the centralized pulse stream is tapped 
and the pulses on a particular channel is demultiplexed and detected by a pho-
todiocle. The detected data pattern can be recovered in NRZ format by using a 
decision circuit. In the transmitter module, the modulated optical pulse stream 
is channel-tuned to the destined time slot and then injectcd into the NOLM as 
control pulses. The optical pulses in the destined time slot of the centralized 
pulse stream will be forwarded to the subsequent nodes or reflected according 
to the proposed destructive writing scheme which will be described later. Clock 
recovery [18’ 19] can be done by using optical or electrical phase-locked loop 
and the recovered clock can be used to control the channel-tunable delay line to 
achieve more accurate channel tuning. 
The design and experimental results of the proposed high-speed all-optical 
TCMA network architecture as shown in Figure 1.2 are discussed in details in 
the followings and pictures of the experimental setup are shown in Appendix A. 
11 
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1.4.1 Centralized Pulse Source 
In our network prototype, a centralized pulse source is employed to generate 
a high-repetition-rate optical pulse stream. Any node can write data to it by 
switching the optical pulse in the designated time-slot (channel) of this central-
ized pulse stream ,on, or，off, using the proposed destructive writing scheme 
which will be described in the next section. Moreover, any node can get its 
own data sent from other nodes by ultrafast demultiplexing at its own desig-
nated time-slot. Such approach can solve the ’near-far problem' that caused 
by the different transmission losses from remote nodes. Also, the centralized 
pulse stream can provide the clock information for the local node to achieve 
synchronization. 
The ultrashort optical pulse generation technique we employed is gain-switching 
20] which is simple and relatively low cost as compared to other techniques such 
as mode-locking. A 1-GIIz comb generator is used to generate short clectrical 
pulse to drive the DFB laser diodes. The pulse width of the 1 Gb/s gain-switched 
optical pulses obtained is about 30 ps as shown in Figure 1.3. 
The pulses are then multiplexed to 16 Gb/s by a l-to-16 multiplexer using 
a 4-stage optical fiber delay lines with couplers. The multiplexed optical pulse 
stream in one 16-Gb/s TDM frame with 16 channels is shown in Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.3: Waveform of gain-switched optical pulse • 1 Gb/s, pulse width = 
30 ps 
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The amplitude variation among different pulses is due to splitting ratio de-
viation of the 3dB couplers. This variation can be eliminated easily by adding 
variable attenuators in various paths. Since the cost of the centralized pulse 
source is shared by many users, other signal sources such as mode-locked laser 
or fiber laser which give better pulse shape, can be used. The pulse width can 
be further compressed by compression fibers to less than 10 ps. 
1.4.2 Channel-Tunable Transmitter 
The proposed channel-tunable transmitter consists of two functional modules, 
namely, a fast channel-tunable delay circuit and a destructive writing circuit for 
high-speed channel multiplexing. 
• Fast Channel-Tunable Delay Circuit 
For fast channel tuning, a straight forward method is to use optical de-
lay lines with expensive optical switches/modulators [21] to route optical 
pulses through different lengths of fiber delay lines. Tuning with time slot 
interval of 156.25 ps has been demonstrated, with a tuning speed of about 
50 MHz. This type of tunable delay line usually is polarization-dependent 
and suffers from a high insertion loss and thus a degraded power budget. 
We propose a novel channel-tuning method for high speed optical 
TDM systems using relatively low speed electronic components to generate 
channel-tunable optical short pulses. The tunable optical pulse source 
is fairly simple and the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1.5. An 
electrically tunable RF delay circuit is implemented with a switching time 
< 5 ns. A sinusoidal signal is delayed by this channel-tunable delay circuit 
14 
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and the delayed signal is used to drive a comb generator. 
DC 
DSO 
^^丨__TT IT [ © 
CLK EA comb i - Q - f ^ ^ i - L L 
• I — il • 
CLK: Clock Source 
CTDC: Channel-Tunable Delay Circuit 
E A i R F Amplif ier 
OA: Optical Amplif ier (EDFA) 
COMB: Comb Generator 
LD: Laser Diode 
PD: Photodetector 
DSO: Digital Sampling Oscilloscope 
Figure 1.5: Experimental setup for the generation of channel-tunable gain-
switched optical pulses 
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of the electrical channel-tunable delay line 
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The delay circuit is designed for a 16-Gb/s and 16-channel optical TDM 
systems. Each TDM frame has 16 time slots, each slot being a single bit 
of interval T=62.5 ps. The channel-tunable delay circuit consists of four 
stages of 1X2 RF switches, as shown in Figure 1.6. These switches are 
controlled by a computer to select between the upper (longer) paths or the 
lower paths that have relative time delays of I r , 2T, 4r and 8r respectively 
in the four stages. Thus, the delayed clock gives delayed electrical pulse 
train and in turn gives delayed gain-switched optical pulse train. 
The maximum aggregated error in the time delay of the optical pulse 
train has been measured to be less than 3 ps (see Figure 1.7), which is 
below the oscilloscope's resolution. This corresponds to less than 5% of a 
bitperiod in a 16-Gb/s network. Figure 1.8 shows the waveforms of the 
gain-switched optical pulses that arc tuned to different time slots. The 
typical channel-tuning or switching time is 3 ns, less than 1% of an ATM 
packet (53 bytes) transmission time at 1 Gb/s, which is sufficiently fast. 
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Figure 1.7: Experimental measurement error in the channel-tunable optical 
transmitter 
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Figure 1.8: Optical pulse waveforms after being tuned to different channels 
Data is superimposed on the electronic short pulse from the comb-
generator and the combined signal is used to gain-switch a DFB laser to 
generate tunable optical pulses as shown in Figure 1.9. 
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Figure 1.9: Optical pulse stream modulation scheme 
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With this fast channel-tunable delay circuit, 1 Gb/s NRZ data (Vpk-pk 
=2V with W = 0 V and V>i> = -2V) is generated from a pattern generator 
(HP 70941B) and added to the comb generator output {Vpk-pk = 9V with 
Vspike = -9V), as shown in Figure 1.9, before driving the 1.55 " m DFB laser 
diode [22]. To see whether this optical data stream is suitable to be used 
as the control pulse stream in the subsequent destructive writing module, 
we measure the BER of this optical data stream. The output waveform of 
the modulated gain-switched pulse stream (data pattern: <1010010111〉） 
after being preamplified, detected by a 2.4-Gb/s photodiode and pulse-
shaped by a L5-Gb/s decision circuit, is shown in Figure 1.10. 
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Figure 1.10: Detected optical pulse stream after modulation with 2.4-GHz pho-
todiode, data pattern: <1010010111�• 1 Gb/s 
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The optical pulse stream modulated with (2? — 1) pseudorandom 
data is amplified and detected by a 2.4-Gb/s photodiode and the BER 
performance is shown in Figure L l l . It is shown that there exists an 
optimal DC bias for the laser diode so as to achieve a BER < 10"®. 
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Figure 1.11: BER performance of optical pulse stream modulation before enter-
ing the NALM, data pattern: (2^  一 1) PRBS • 1 Gb/s 
Since only the electrical clock and data (1 GHz) are delayed, not 
the comb generator output (18GHz) or the optical pulses (> 40GHz), the 
bandwidth requirement of the tunable delay circuit is much reduced and 
so is the cost. The simplicity of this channel-tuning scheme also makes 
the scheme practical. The generated optical pulse stream is modulated 
according to the data, providing a simple alternative for high-speed optical 
modulation other than using an optical modulator which has high insertion 
loss. 
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• Destruct ive Writing Scheme for High-Speed Channel Multiplex-
ing 
In optical TDM systems or ATM networks, writing high speed data and 
multiplexing the data to a specific channel with channel-tunability is a 
great challenge. This can be achieved by a proposed multiplexing scheme 
called destructive writing. In this scheme, a centralized optical pulse train 
is generated from the head of network nodes. The modulated optical 
stream is injected into the NOLM of the transmitter module as the con-
trol pulse stream. To transmit a，0’ bit, the NOLM will switch to 'forward' 
state and the corresponding optical pulse in the centralized pulse stream 
will be forwarded. Conversely, to transmit a '1' bit, the NOLM will switch 
to 'reflect' state. The corresponding optical pulse in the centralized pulse 
stream will be reflected and thus no pulse is forwarded to the subsequent 
nodes. So, the central pulse stream carries transmitted data in comple-
mentary format. It can be interpreted as destroying an optical pulse when 
transmitting a ,1，bit and this is why the scheme is called 'destructive 
writing，. 
An additional advantage of the destructive writing mechanism is that a 
high extinction ratio can be achieved. In particular, when solitons are used, 
after a destructive write, the remnant of the pulse that is forwarded will 
be below the critical soliton power and hence will fade out as it propagates 
along the link. It was reported recently that by using NOLM, the spacing 
between optical amplifiers can be increased in a soliton transmission [23]. 
This can further reduce the cost of implementing the high speed network. 
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By employing the destructive writing scheme, together with NOLM and 
the fast channel-tunable delay circuit, a channel-tunable multiplexer for 
the transmitter or a channel-tunable demultiplexer for receiving can be 
realized. 
At present, a 16-Gb/s channel-tunable channel transmitter has been demon-
strated with a 1 Gb/s local node access speed. Figure 1.12 shows the waveforms 
of the centralized optical pulse stream after having been destructive-written 
on two different channels (channel 11 and channel 14). NALM with 6.6km 
dispersion-shifted fiber loop is used as the channel multiplexer. The peak power 
of the control pulses before entering the loop is about 20mW which is easily 
achieved by a high-power gain-switched DFB laser. The result demonstrates 
the feasibility of fast channel-tuning and multiplexing for ultrahigh-speed TDM 
networks. 
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Figure 1.12: Detected optical pulse stream with a 40-GHz photodiode after 
destructive writing at (a) channel 11 and (b) channel 14 
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1.4.3 High Speed All-Optical Demultiplexing 
Ultrafast all-optical demultiplexing at the receiver module has been demon-
strated by using NOLM [13] or four-wave-mixing (FWM) [24]. In TCMA net-
works, the receiver modules are locked to designated channels, so we simply use 
unmodulated optical pulses at frame rate from a gain-switched DFB laser as 
control pulses to a NOLM to demultiplex the designated channel. Figure 1.13 
shows the demultiplexed pulse of channel 11 from a 16-Gb/s TDM frame using 
a NALM. The extinction ratio of ,1’ to ,0，is about 18dB. 
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Figure 1.13: (a) Transmitted pulse and (b) demultiplexed pulse after a 16 Gb/s-
to-1 Gb/s demultiplexing 
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1.4.4 Timing and Synchronization 
Timing and synchronization problems are very difficult issues that need to be 
resolved for any high-speed network. Three particular issues must be overcome 
for the proposed ultrahigh-speed TCMA network. First, dispersion must be 
overcome. Second, frame and slot boundaries must be detected and synchro-
nized. Third, the signal amplitude variation from various nodes, which is known 
as the "near-far problem”，must be compensated. In particular, two sources of 
timing jitters must be controlled: 
1. timing jitters due to the timing accuracy of various transmitters during 
pulse generation and media access, and 
2. timing jitters caused by differential dispersion for transmitters with slightly 
clifTerent carrier frequencies. 
A simple calculation would reveal the problem in the latter case. Assuming 
two transmitters with wavelength separation of 5 nm are used at two nodes, two 
data streams multiplexed with perfcct alignment would have a relative pulse 
delay of about 20 ps after transmitting through a 20-km fiber with dispersion 
slope of 0.08 ps I (nm? . km). This severely limits the total network capacity to 
be much less than 100 Gb/s. 
In view of the above problems, we proposed to use a centralized pulse source 
with repetition rate equals the system bit rate. By using the destructive writing 
scheme above, the near-far problem and the timing jitters that arise from using 
multiple laser sources can be overcome. The timing jitter problem can also be 
relaxed by using the walkofF effects in the NOLM [17]. Since walkoff also induces 
power penalty due to incomplete pulse switching, proper wavelength selection for 
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the control pulse and centralized pulse source is required to optimize the BER. 
The dispersion problem can be solved by using solitons or using dispersion-
shifted /compensated fibers. Moreover, the clock information can be extracted 
from the centralized pulse stream to achieve synchronization of the channel-
tunable transmitter and demultiplexer at all local nodes. 
1.4.5 Advantages of the Proposed Scheme 
In summary, the illustrated high-speed photonic implementation schemes have 
the following advantages: 
1. allows ultrahigh speed channel-tunable multi-access ( � 1 0 0 Gb/s), 
2. relaxes the stringent requirement of carrier frequency alignment for all 
high-speed laser transmitters (〜士 2 nm), 
3. relaxes the synchronization requirement among the nodes for tracking one 
another, 
4. relaxes the timing jitter problem (士 0.5 bit time), 
5. eliminates the near-far problem, 
6. maintains a high extinction ratio for detection, 
7. provides network scalability 
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1.5 Other Network Issues 
In this section, we shall further illustrate the characteristics of the proposed 
TCMA network implementation with respect to several other network issues, 
namely, scalability, surviability^ and cost-effectiveness. 
1.5.1 Scalability 
The scalability of a network includes the scalability of the number of users, the 
number of channels, the geographical size of network, and the network and node 
capacity. 
• Number of Users 
The number of users can be increased by adding more nodes onto the linear 
bus or ring network and uniformly assigning them to different channel 
attachments. Hardware modification of the old nodes is not required. The 
quota, Ncp at cach node may need to be adjusted to assure fair access to 
that channcl. 
• Geographical Size of a Network 
When increasing the geographical network size, problems such as disper-
sion, power attenuation, and noise accumulation of optical amplifiers need 
to be considered. Since only a. single wavelength is transmitted on the 
proposed network, the dispersion problem can be tackled easily by using 
fiber with zero dispersion at that particular wavelength, or by employing 
soliton transmisssion. In addition, since the performance of ACTA proto-
col is not dependent on round-trip delay time, geographical size scalability 
is not limited by the network protocol. 
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• Network and Node Capacity 
For the proposed TDM implementation, the total network capacity cannot 
be increased without upgrading local node components. For instance, the 
optical pulse width from the gain-switched lasers in destructive-writing 
and demultiplexing needs to be reduced to less than lOps for a lOOGb/s 
network. Since switching and demultiplexing at lOOGb/s using NOLM's 
have been demonstrated, the bandwidth of our approach will not be lim-
ited by NOLM's. Beyond several hundred Gb/s, it may be more suitable 
to use multi-fiber space-division-multiplexing (SDM) or WDM together 
with TDM implementation. As for the node capacity scalability, first, 
ACTA protocol does not impose any limitation to let single node take up 
all the capacity of a channel. It is inherently scalable in that sense. Sec-
ond, instead of attaching to a single chanricl, a higher capacity node can 
be assigned with two (or more) channel attachments. Equivalcntly, the 
guaranteed bandwidth for this node is doubled. The transmitters do not 
need any modification except that when they want to send packets to the 
higher capacity nodes, they need to tune to the second channel if the first 
at tempt fails. At the receiver side, two sets (or more) of receivers modules, 
attaching to two different (or more) channels are required. 
1.5.2 Surviability 
The dual-looped bus configuration is essentially a single-fault tolerant network. 
To prevent catastrophic breakdown due to a single node failure, two bypass 
optical switches can be placed before and after each node as shown in Figure 1.14. 
If the monitoring circuit detects power loss, it will signal the two switches to 
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switch to the alternate route. Meanwhile, the monitoring circuit can inform the 
head-of-bus node by using the opposite direction bus. Thus network surviability 
is improved. 
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Figure 1.14: Single node failure protection with bypass switches. 
1.5.3 Cost-Effectiveness 
Network capacity, implementation technologies, scalability, surviability, and cost-
efFectiveness arc very much iritcr-clependcnt. The proposed network employs 
both technology that can support ultrahigh speed functions, such as switching 
with NOLM, and technology that is simple and feasible, such as the proposed 
simple channel-tunable optical transmitters. Together with the good scalability 
and surviability provided by the TCMA network and the ACTA protocol, good 
cost-effectiveness can be achieved. 
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1.6 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the operational features of a high-speed 
all-optical TCMA network. Despite the fact that the currently demonstrated 
individual channel speed is only 1 Gb/s with a total network capacity of 16 Gb/s, 
we believe the ultimate network capacity can reach 100 Gb/s with our current 
approach. We have demonstrated the tunable transmitters, receivers with the 
proposed fast channel-tuning mechanism and the destructive writing mechanism 
using the NOLM implementation. We believe this scheme has a great potential 
to realize a practical ultrahigh-speed ( � 1 0 0 Gb/s) all-optical network. 
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Theoretical Analysis of High 
Repetition Rate Optical Pulse 
Multiplication using Fiber Coupler 
Loop Configuration 
2.1 Introduction 
With the recent development of the ultrahigh speed (> lOOGb/s) optical time-
division-multiplexed (OTDM) systems [25], high repetition rate (> lOOGHz) 
optical pulse stream generation is necessary. Since such high repetition rate is 
hard to obtain from semiconductor laser diodes or modelocked lasers, optical 
pulse multiplication is necessary to generate a high repetition rate optical pulse 
stream from a lower rate stream. The approach of using fiber delay lines is 
not desirable since it is difficult to control the relative fiber delay length during 
fiber splicing. One solution is to use planar lightwave circuit (PLC) [26], with 
the expense of higher insertion loss and complexity. In [27], a Mach-Zehnder 
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interferometer is used to generate multiple pulses for CDMA encoders/decoders. 
When the optical pulse's spectral width is greater than the transfer bandwidth 
characteristics of the coupler used, the repetition rate of the pulse train may be 
increased. That is, single pulse input may result in multiple pulses output [28 • 
In this chapter, we have studied this phenomenon theoretically and proposed a 
novel and simple scheme using fiber-based couplers to achieve high repetition 
rate optical pulse multiplication. 
2.2 Single Coupler Loop Configuration 
A simple fiber loop configuration is shown in Figure 2.1. The 2x2 coupler used 
is a 3-dB, symmetric, and polarization-independent single-mode fiber coupler. 
The sinusoidal spectral transfer characteristics [29, 30] of such coupler is given 
by 
傲 ” • — 紛 1 (2.1) 
[ J M ^ ) C O S ( ^ ) . 
where is the coupler excess loss, f is optical frequency, and A/ is the equivalent 
optical frequency spacing of half of the channel spacing of the coupler. 
Port 2 / ^ / , , C o u p l e r \ / 
AL ^ ^ 
Figure 2.1: Simple Fiber Loop Configuration 
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After entering the loop at port 1, an optical pulse is split into 2 counter-
propagating pulses inside the fiber loop and then pass through the same coupler 
again. Since the fiber loop is usually short (< 1 m), it is assumed that fiber 
birefringence is negligible. The overall spectral transfer characteristics of such 
simple fiber loop is 
_ ^ r * 
Tu T21 0 1 , [T] = = [C ] 
Tu T22 1 0 
• J J 
" i s i n ( ^ ) c o s ( 销 ‘ . 成 … � = p J � A " � A " (2.2) 
L cos(舒） j s in(舒）. 
where Tij is the transfer coefficient in frequency domain from port i to port j , 
and (j) is the phase shift induced inside the fiber loop. 
Consider when an input pulse Xin (in frequency domain) enters the loop at 
port 1, the output from port 2 in frequency domain is Xout = 了’ 12 • ^in- By 
taking the inverse Fourier transform, the temporal output will be: 
Xout = U2 * ^in 
= 之 一 T) + 6(t + r)] * (2.3) 
where r = D is the pulse broadening function due to dispersion, is the 
delta function and * is the convolution operation. If the length of the fiber loop 
is short, fiber dispersion, D, is negligible. If the input pulse has a bandwidth 
larger than A/, more than one pulses at port 2 will be obtained; otherwise, only 
one pulse will be obtained as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.3: (a) Input pulse with pulse width = 10 ps, (b) Output pulse after 
single coupler loop with A/ = 8 nm 
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In Figure 2.3，with coupler's A/ = 8 nm and input pulse width (FWHM)= 
10 ps (or spectral width = 0.8nm@1.55^m) , only one pulse is obtained at port 
2. On the other hand, in Figure 2.5(b), using the same 3-dB coupler but with 
a 1 ps (or spectral width = 8nm@1.55/im) input pulse, two output pulses each 
with halved amplitude or one-fourth power and separated by 六 are obtained. 
In order to have equal time spacing between adjacent pulses, the input pulse 
separation should be 六，provided that the input pulse width is sufficiently 
narrow. Therefore, the repetition rate is doubled. For instance, a 250 GHz 
input pulse stream gives a 500GHz output pulse stream for A/ = 8 nm. 
From the above analysis, it worths noting that the smaller the A/, the 
lower the output repetition rate. In next section, we show that by using more 
than one couplers cascaded in series together with a fiber loop, a narrow-band 
wavelength-division coupler can be realized and the ultrahigh output repeti-
tion rate is controUablc. Analysis and limitations of the cascaded coupler loop 
approach arc also given for the ease when the couplers are not identical. 
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2.3 Cascaded Coupler Loop Configuration 
f 
For N identical couplers as depicted in Figure 2.4, the overall transfer matrix in 
frequency domain is: 
T ] = 严 [ C 广 0 1 •办 
[ 1 0 J 
二 [ . s i n ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) (2.4) 
L c o s (樂 ) i s i n ( ^ ) . 
Coupler N Coupler 1 
) 
Port 2 / \ / y w 
Figure 2.4: Multiple Cascaded Coupler Loop configuration 
Therefore, at port 2, pulse separation is increased to (舒)• For example, 
Figure 2.5(c) and 2.5(d) show the case when 2 and 3 couplers are cascaded 
in series and the coupler's two lead lengths are perfectly matched. Notice the 
output pulse separation is increased. 
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Figure 2.5: (a) Input optical pulse with 1 ps pulse width, (b)-(d) Output optical 
pulse with (b) single, (c) two, (d) three cascaded identical 3-dB couplers each 
with A/ = 8 nm 
In practice, A/, (for i = i ... N) oi each coupler might be different. The 
overall transfer matrix can be derived and expressed in a fairly simple form: 
二 c o s ( ^ ) 1 (2 5) 
L c o s ( ^ ) jsin(字)• 
where F is defined as the equivalent optical frequency channel spacing of the 
resultant sinusoidal spectral response and is given by 
F == 1 人 丄 (2.6) 
瓦 + "• + AfN 
Therefore, the output pulse separation will be (|；). Knowing this properties, the 
output pulse separation can be changed by using different number of couplers 
or coupler with different resultant F. From (2.5), (2.6) and (2.2), the resul-
tant transfer characteristics is equivalent to a wavelength-division multiplexer 
(WDM) [30, 31] with narrower channel spacing. 
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In order to have pulse multiplication effects, the following condition should 
be satisfied as a rule-of-thumb: 
？ (今） （2.7) 
where di is the length difference of the two coupler leads between the i th and 
the {i + 1) th couplers, c is the velocity of light in the fiber and W is the input 
pulse width (FWHM). For example, for six cascaded couplers •1550nm with 
A/i « 7 nm for i = 1,... ,6, using equation (2.6), the resultant F is about 1.17 
nm. The output repetition rate about is 73 GHz. The maximum input pulse 
width allowed is 6.85 ps and the total length matching tolerance is 0.7 mm. 
One possibility to realize the cascaded couplers with such accuracy is to make 
several fusion points on two adjacent fibers. Notice that the length accuracy 
requirement can be relaxed as the pulse separation is increased. The cascaded 
coiiplcr loop sclicmc serves as an alternative of using fiber delay lines for optical 
pulses multiplication at ultrahigh repetition rate since both approaches require 
high fiber length accuracy. One major difference is that the pulse separation 
time only depends on the value of F for the proposed scheme. 
2.4 Discussion 
The proposed high repetition rate optical pulse multiplication scheme is quite 
simple. It only uses fiber-based couplers which have much less insertion loss 
than the PLC, though still half of the power is lost which is similar to the 
the case of fiber delay line. High repetition rate pulse multiplication can be 
achieved with a single coupler, as in Figure (2.1), without the coupler lead 
length matching problem, provided that the pulse multiplication conditions are 
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met. By cascading different number of couplers in series, optical pulse streams of 
different output pulse separations can be obtained with the expense of increased 
complexity. This feature offers the flexibility and controllability over the pulse 
separation of such optical pulse multiplier. 
Such scheme is suitable for future ultrahigh-speed giga/terahertz TDM sys-
tems or narrow pulse separation applications. It can be used as a high repetition 
rate optical pulse multiplier. Moreover, it can be used to generate the clock 
pulses for ultrahigh speed multi-rate TDM, in which more than one time slot 
per frame is demultiplexed simultaneously. For instance, with a 250GHz input 
repetition rate optical data stream, two time slots can be demultiplexed simul-
taneously by using the multi-rate clock, generated by the proposed scheme, as 
shown in Figure 2.6. 
1— 1 1 —I 1 1 I 
0 . 2 5 - i 'r i ： ： : ^ 
• . • • I • I ! 
Q 2 - ‘ • : ‘ -
gj 0 . 1 5 ： • 
I 
0.1 - i r •； ： ； ； 
. • • I I ； 
0.05 - :  ：• ： ： 
\ 1 \ qI i \J \ \ i i ^ V v. I 1 J 
0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 Time (ps) 
Figure 2.6: Multi-rate optical clock generation with single 3-dB coupler of A/ 
= 8 nm，input pulse width == 1 ps and input repetition rate 250GHz 
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2.5 Conclusion 
A new approach to generate ultrahigh repetition rate optical pulse stream is 
presented and analysed theoretically. The proposed scheme allows pulse multi-
plication with very short pulse separation without using PLC. Pulse separation 
can be further controlled by using a coupler with different A/ or different number 
of couplers. It is suitable as high repetition rate (> lOOGHz) pulse multipliers 
in ultrahigh speed optical TDM transmission systems, 
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Spectrum Analysis of Multichannel 
CATV Systems 
3.1 Introduction 
Multichannel analog cornmuriity-antcnna television (CATV) distribution system 
is still preferred in many areas nowadays due to its low cost and compatibility 
with current TV sets. In such analog CATV systems, the video signals trans-
mitted are susceptible to noises and nonlinear distortions present in the trans-
mission link [32]. These system impairments should be analysed to ensure the 
quality of video delivery. In order to investigate the distortion characteristics 
of a component or system, it is necessary to acquire the spectrum informa-
tion, from which the carrier levels and distortion levels are obtained to calculate 
the composite-second-order (CSO), composite-triple-beat (CTB), and carrier-
to-noise ratio (CNR). This can be done by direct spectrum measurement of the 
device-under-test using RF spectrum analysers and matrix frequency generators. 
Beside direct measurement method, distortion information can also be derived 
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from the transfer characteristics or governing equations, if available, of the com-
ponents. The third approach is to use digital signal processing techniques, such 
as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), to simulate the design and perform 
the spectrum analysis. The last approach is the most flexible, to which different 
formats of input signals or noises can be applied for analysis. However, due 
to the finite sampling frequency and sampling interval, the simulation results 
may be unreliable and lead to inaccurate distortion calculation. This is also a 
great problem in some fast-fourier transform (FFT) based spectrum analysers 
and digital sampling oscilloscopes with FFT-based spectrum analysis capability. 
Several algorithms, such as non-parametric schemes [33], windowing [34, 35 
and interpolation [36], have been proposed to improve the frequency resolution 
and to reduce the spectral variance for signal corrupted by random noise. How-
ever, with the prior knowledge of carrier frequencies in CATV systems, it is 
possible to achieve even more acciiratc spectral power estimation at particular 
frequencies of interest, such as the frcqucncics of carriers and difFcrent distortion 
components, by properly choosing the sampling parameters. 
In this chapter, the effects of sampling frequency and sampling interval on the 
distortion calculation are presented and a simple correction scheme to improve 
the accuracy of spectral amplitudes is proposed. In section 3.2, some important 
factors in spectrum analysis of the multichannel CATV distribution systems will 
be investigated. The incomplete-cycle sampling issue and possible methods to 
alleviate the problem will be discussed in section 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. In sec-
tion 3.5, the accuracy of the nonlinear distortion measurements of multichannel 
CATV systems will be discussed. The proposed scheme is shown to be superior 
to the window methods. Finally, a procedure to assure the spectral accuracy 
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will be presented in section 3.6. The procedure can facilitate the components 
circuit design for the CATV systems using subcarrier-multiplexing (SCM), and 
can be applied to more general multichannel transmission systems. It can be 
�implemen t ed on a FFT-based spectrum analyser to improve the accuracy for 
CATV system characterization. 
3.2 Considerations of Analysis of Multichan-
nel CATV Systems 
Conventional methods of analyzing the distortion of cable-TV components, such 
as laser diodes, optical amplifiers, or Mach-Zehncler modulators, are achieved by 
either direct measurement or computer simulation. For the former method, a set 
of frequency carriers (tones) generated from a matrix generator are fed into the 
componcnt-under-test. The distortion level is then measured using a spcctrum 
analyser from which the readings are taken manually or through some data 
acquisition interfaces such as IEEE 488 and GPIB. Such method requires much 
expensive equipments and experimental errors often arise in manual reading or 
data acquisition. For the latter method, two approaches are usually used. The 
first is using the transfer characteristics, such as the power-current (P-I) curve of 
a laser diode, to find the nonlinear coefficients in the transfer function expressed 
in power series, y = Co + CixC2X^ + c^x'^ + … [ 3 7 ] . The obtained nonlinear 
coefficients ci，C2 and C3 then can be used to determine the distortion level. 
The second is using the numerical method to solve the governing equations, like 
the laser rate equations [38] [39]. When performing characterization of system 
components using computer-aided spectrum analysis, the obtained system raw 
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data can further be analysed in a more simple and economical way without using 
expensive equipments such as the spectrum analysers. Therefore, the practice of 
using computer-aided spectrum analysis for distortion analysis in multichannel 
systems is very advantageous. 
When analysing the frequency response of the cable-television components 
or systems under multichannel modulation, the whole frequency-division multi-
plexed (FDM) composite signal has to be sampled first in order to do further 
digital processing for system spectrum analysis. Two parameters are impor-
tant in assessing the spectrum analysis results: (1) the accuracy of the spectral 
amplitude and (2) the resolution of the frequency components. In fact, the sam-
pling frequency and the number of sample points used play an important role 
in obtaining good accuracy and resolution. Generally speaking, the greater the 
sampling frequency and sample points, the better the accuracy of the sampled 
data to approximate the real system response. By sampling theorem, the sam-
pling frequency should be at least 2 times of the maximum frequency component 
in the system so that the whole original waveform can be reconstructed. As for 
the number of sample points, it is limited by the computation complexity limita-
tions, such as computation time, memory requirement, etc. However, due to the 
incomplete-cycle sampling, which will be discussed in section 3.3, the increase 
in the sampling frequency or sample points may actually reduce the accuracy 
of the spectral amplitudes at certain frequencies. Good frequency resolution is 
the other important requirement. With insufficient frequency resolution, some 
discrete frequency components will mix up together, and thus cannot be differ-
entiated. This leads to inaccurate results in analysing the amplitudes of carriers 
as well as the nonlinear distortion components. 
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In characterizing multichannel CATV distribution systems, only the channel 
carriers, without video signal modulated, are input to the system for charac-
terization. This complies with the standard CATV characterization procedure 
in analyzing the carrier-to-noise ratios and distortions of cable TV components 
and systems. All channel carriers are supposed to have equal power levels. In 
the case of incomplete-cycle sampling, all sampled frequency carriers will have 
unequal power levels and the frequency resolution will be drastically degraded. 
This will certainly lead to inaccuracy in obtaining some system performance pa-
rameters such as the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), the composite-second-order 
(CSO), and the composite-triple-beat (CTB), in which a precise estimation of 
the power levels of the frequency components is very crucial. In short, we have to 
find some ways to ensure both good spectral amplitude accuracy and adequate 
frequency resolution in order to obtain reliable spcctrum analysis of multichannel 
CATV systems. 
3.3 Effects of Incomplete-cycle Sampling 
In spectrum analysis, the input waveform is first sampled, digitized and then 
the DFT will be performed. The DFT operates on a finite time interval and 
replicates that time interval over all time. If the finite time interval is chosen such 
that the period of the resultant waveform is the common multiple of the periods 
of all frequency components (i.e. complete-cycle sampling; see Figure 3.1 (a))， 
then the DFT results will approximate the actual spectrum with high fidelity. 
Otherwise, there will be great transition or discontinuity at the joints between 
two replicas and will give rise to a great problem (see Figure 3.1 (b)) known 
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as the spectral leakage effect [33] [40] [34], which is denoted as the incomplete-
cycle sampling effect in this chapter. Such effect will deteriorate the frequency 
resolution drastically. The spectral lines will be much broadened and spread 
out over a wide frequency range. Moreover, the power level of each spectral line 
will be lowered and fluctuate since the energy of each frequency component is 
spreaded to other frequencies. It is shown that the spectral amplitude fluctuation 
greatly depends on the incomplete-cycle sampling ratio, L, which is defined as 
the ratio of the number of sampled points to the number of sampled points in 
one complete period of the frequency components considered. Note that when L 
is an integer, this corresponds to the complete-cycle sampling case. Practically, 
this incomplete-cycle sampling effect appears very often in spectrum estimation 
since in general the input waveform is random or is corrupted by random noise. 
It is therefore infeasiblc to find a finite time interval that can achieve complete-
cycle sampling for all frequency components. Thus, the discontinuities among 
replicas of the choscn time interval often exist. Even for deterministic signal 
input such as the multi-carrier ease, it may still be difficult to find the common 
multiple of the periods of all frequency components. As a result, the accuracy 
of the analysis results is often degraded. 
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Figure 3.1: Incomplete-cycle sampling in 20-cliannel system (a) Complete-cycle 
(b) Incomplete-cycle sampling, spectral amplitude inaccuracy二4.28dB. Channel 
frequencies: From 120 MHz to 234 MHz with 6 MHz channel spacing; amplitude 
of each channel ca r r i e r : 1; sampling frequency = 2340 MHz; number of sample 
points used in FFT is 3900 for complete-cycle sampling, and 4000 for incomplete-
cycle sampling 
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For instance, we consider a 20-channel CATV system (carrier frequency 
from 120 MHz to 234 MHz with 6 MHz separation) in which each carrier has 
equal power level. The carrier frequencies used are harmonically-related carriers 
(HRC) [41] for CATV transmission (see Appendix B) just for simplicity in the 
analysis. After performing the DFT, the obtained power spectra with complete-
cycle sampling and with incomplete-cycle sampling are shown in Figure 3.1 (a) 
Sz (b) respectively. The sampling frequency is 2340 MHz, and the number of 
sample point is 3900 for complete-cycle sampling and 4000 for incomplete-cycle 
sampling. Notice the severe spectral line broadening, the degraded frequency 
resolution and the fluctuating power level of each frequency carrier due to the 
incomplete-cycle sampling in Figure 3.1 (b). The noise floor is raised by about 
260 clB and the value of CNR obtained is unreliable in the incomplete-cycle 
sampling case. When analysing nonlinear systems, the distortion terms which 
have power levels below this 'raised noise floor, can no longer be identified. 
Furthermore, the closely-spaced spectral components are smeared and become 
indistinguishable. The lowered and fluctuating power levels of the distortion 
terms also lead to inaccurate distortion level calculations. 
In order to study the effect of incomplete-cycle sampling on the power spec-
trum, first we attempt to model the effect on the channel carriers in which the 
resultant variations in their power levels are quite significant in affecting the ac-
curacy of the system performance analysis. When there are N frequency carriers 
in the system, the resultant signal in time domain is periodic, in which the period 
is equal to the least common multiple of the periods of all N individual channel 
carriers. The resultant composite signal is : x[t) = E i l i a‘ sin(27r/‘Z + where 
di, fi and (l>i are the amplitude, frequency and phase of the ith channel carrier 
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respectively in time domain. In DFT, a finite time interval of the input signal 
is chosen for transformation and the spectrum of original input signal can be 
estimated. When M sample points are used with sampling frequency f” the 
spectral power of the carrier fr is given by (see Appendix C.l): 
p 二 1 ^ aj sin(7r(L‘ - Lr + A ) ) 威 - 丨 
- l s m ( ^ ( L , - U + A)) 
1 2 
一 sin(7r(L‘ + U - A)) • 冗 • 仏 ( 3 n 
s i n (糾 - h l r - A)) ‘ 
where A = - , is a round-off operator and Li is the incomplete-
J s J i J 
cycle sampling ratio of fr. For the case of complete-cycle sampling (i.e. A = 0 
and 呼 二 integer ), the obtained power level P. of the ith frequency carrier 
J j 
after the transformation is given by Pi = (see Appendix C.l). For the case 
of incomplete-cyclc sampling, the variation in power levels of all carriers seems 
to have a regular 'ripple' pattern. In the expression (3.1), those sine terms in 
the numerators and dcnurnerators account for the periodic-like ripple pattern 
in the power level of each channcl carrier. The sine terms in the numerators 
will diminish when the product terms inside the sine functions become integer 
multiples of TT, which corresponds to the complete-cycle sampling case. Despites 
its apparent advantage, complete-cycle sampling is often infeasible to achieve. 
Therefore, methods to alleviate the incomplete-cycle sampling effects need to be 
sought. 
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3.4 Methods to Alleviate the Incomplete-cycle 
Sampling Effect 
In this section, we will present a new scheme to alleviate the incomplete-cycle 
sampling effects. For comparison, the common windowing scheme will be pre-
sented first and followed by the proposed scheme. 
3.4.1 Windowing 
A possible method to solve the problem of incomplete-cycle sampling is to force 
the both ends of the waveform used in the finite time interval of the DFT to 
zero in a graceful manner such that the transition or the discontinuity is greatly 
reduced. This can be attained by multiplying the finite waveform by a window 
function. There arc several kinds of window functions [33] used in the design of 
the fmitc-irnpulsc-responsc (FIR) filters. Different kinds of window function have 
different shapes and frequency responses and thus produce different frequency 
resolutions and spectral amplitude accuracies. In the case of incomplete-cycle 
sampling, we need to select a suitable window function that gives a better fre-
quency resolution and spectral amplitude accuracy for the analysis of the mul-
tichannel systems. In order to have good frequency resolution, the mainlobe 
of the frequency spectrum of the window function should be narrow while the 
sidelobes should be kept as low as possible to reduce the power leakage to other 
frequencies which raises the noise floor. On the other hand, for good spectral am-
plitude accuracy, the window passband should be flat. However, the frequency 
resolution will be sacrificed. The spectral lines will be broadened and the closely 
packed spectral components cannot be differentiated. Thus, it seems that the 
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frequency resolution and the spectral amplitude accuracy cannot be optimized 
simultaneously. Here, we will consider three types of window functions and the 
results of using the three windows will be discussed. The three windows are (i) 
rectangular window, (ii) banning window, and (iii) modified-hanning window. 
F o r n 二 0，...，（M - 1 ) 
Rectangular Window : w(n) = 1 [rect{M) 
Harming Window : w(n) = ^[1 一 cos(濟)] [hann ing{M) 
Modified 一 banning Window : w{n) = hanning{^M + 1)0 rect{\) 
w(n) = w(n)/\w{n)\ [modified 一 hanning{M) 
The first two are standard window functions while the third one is proposed 
and obtained by convolving a rectangular window with a harming window. The 
time domain and frequency domain representations of these three window func-
tions arc shown in Figure 3.2 (a) k (b) rcspcctivcly. Figure 3.2 (b) is shown 
that the rectangular window has the narrowest passbancl but it gives the great-
est discontinuity at the end of the choscn finite time interval in the case of 
incomplete-cycle sampling. Therefore in terms of frequency resolution, rectan-
gular window has the best performance in complete-cycle sampling case but the 
worst in incomplete-cycle sampling. For the second and the third windows, the 
discontinuity problem is greatly alleviated due to their graceful rolloff at both 
ends. The banning window has relatively higher sidelobe level and thus higher 
noise floor than the modified banning window, but its passband is narrower than 
the latter. So there exists a tradeoff, the wider the spectral lines, the lower the 
noise floor or vice versa. 
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Time Domain Representat ion of 3 Window Functions 
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Figure 3.2: Rectangular window, banning window and modified-hanning window 
(a) Time domain representation; (b) Frequency response. 
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The use of window functions imposes a power penalty to the system. All 
carrier power levels will be lowered. However, since the power penalty can be 
determined according to the window function used, the final spectrum obtained 
can be corrected to compensate for such power penalty, with the advantage of 
improved frequency resolution. For any number of channels, the power penalty of 
using hanniiig window and modified-hanning window is about 6 dB and 7.7 dB, 
respectively (see Appendix C.2). The effects of the use of banning window and 
modified-hanning window functions to alleviate the incomplete-cycle sampling 
effect are shown in the Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Note the reduced carrier power level 
variations when windows are used as compared with Figure 3.1(b) and the lower 
noise floor of the modified-hanning window case over the banning window case. 
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Figure 3.3: Incomplete-cycle sampling in 20-channel system using hanning win-
dow; spectral amplitude inaccuracy = 1.35 dB. (Same parameters as in Figure 
3.1). 
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Power Spectrum with Incomplete Cycle Sampling, with Modified banning window 
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Figure 3.4: Incomplete-cycle sampling in 20-channel system using modified-
banning window; spectral amplitude inaccuracy = 0.97 dB. (Same parameters 
as in Figure 3.1). 
In the performance analysis of multichannel systems, the spectral amplitude 
accuracy is an important issue. If all input carriers have the same amplitude, all 
channel carriers should have equal power levels after the DFT. However, in the 
incomplete-cycle sampling case, the power levels of all carriers show variation, 
as discussed in the previous section. Define the spectral amplitude inaccuracy 
(SAI) as the difference, in dB, of the maximum and minimum power levels among 
all carriers in the spectrum. The SAI in multichannel systems for different 
total number of channel carriers has been analysed and the result is shown 
in Figure 3.5. The sampling frequency used is ten times the highest channel 
frequency. The number of extra sample points in addition to that in complete-
cycle sampling case is 100. The results show that the SAI is reduced by about 2-
3dB and 3-3.5dB after applying harming window and modified-hanning window 
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functions respectively. For instance, for a 31-channel system, the SAI is 3.04dB, 
0.91dB and 0.65dB for using rectangular window, banning window and modified-
hanning window respectively. The variation in the SAI for different total number 
of channels is also greatly reduced after applying the window functions. As 
depicted in Figure 3.5, the SAI using banning window is upper-bounded at 1.4dB 
while that using modified-hanning window is about IdB. The periodic sharp 
‘dips，in each curve can be explained in the same way as in the spectral amplitude 
variation in section 3.3. In those critical cases (complete-cycle sampling), the 
product terms of the sine functions in the numerators of the expression (3.1) are 
integer multiples of TT. This results in a smaller spectral leakage effect. 
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Figure 3.5: Spectral amplitude inaccuracy versus total number of channels using 
the three kinds of window functions. (Same parameters as in Figure 3.1). 
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3.4.2 Correction 
A correction method is proposed to correct the carrier amplitude inaccuracy of 
a given spectrum. A parameter, the incomplete-cycle sampling ratio Li of /“ 
is defined as the ratio of the number of sample points (M) to the number of 
sample points in one complete period of the frequency component /, (i.e.务)• 
Such parameter is the measure of the degree of incomplete-cycle sampling effect 
on the particular frequency component A correction factor C (see Appendix 
C.3), which is based on the mathematical formulation of the spectral amplitude 
fluctuation of each carrier due to incomplete-cycle sampling effect, is derived in 
terms of the Vs. The correction factor for channel r 
�一 + s.m(7r(L‘. -Lr-\- A)) 
1 2 
siri(7r(L,. 4-Lr- A)) (3 ？) 
一 s i n ( 射 + L广 A)) ‘ 
Given a spcctrum of N channels after performing DFT, the correction factor 
C for each channel can be derived in terms of the corresponding values of L's. 
By applying such correction factor, the actual spectral power of the carriers 
can be restored. For instance, for channel r，the obtained spectral power after 
DFT is Pr. The corrected spectral power will be Pr{dB) = Pr{dB) 一 CridB). 
Numerical simulation shows that the spectral power of the channel carriers in a 
multichannel case can be corrected to nearly 100% accuracy. 
In the next section, we will consider the distortion issue in CATV systems 
and the correction method will be extended to the correction of spectral power 
of distortion components. 
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3.5 Nonlinear Distortion in Multichannel CATV 
Systems 
Due to the nonlinearities of transmitters, receivers, amplifiers and other oper-
ating devices, many unwanted spurious frequency components (distortions) are 
generated in multichannel analog CATV transmission systems. These distortion 
terms severely degrade the video signal quality when they fall on the video chan-
nels. The nonlinear distortion performance can be assessed by examining the 
frequency spectrum and finding the relative power levels of the distortion compo-
nents with respect to the channel carrier power. For HRC frequency assignment, 
the channel frequencies are integers and thus it is quite easy to achieve complete-
cycle sampling. However, in the standard CATV channel frequency assignment, 
the channcl frequencies arc not integers and thus it seems that the incornpletc-
cycle sampling always exists in spcctrum analysis. The power levels of channel 
carriers and the distortion terms arc no longer accurate and the obtained sys-
tem parameters such as CNR, CTB and CSO are invalid. The inaccuracy of the 
spectral amplitude of a distortion term is contributed by the incomplete-cycle 
sampling effect of the channel carriers, the distortion term itself and all other 
distortion terms. The following example illustrates a two-channel case (channels 
/i and /2)，for simplicity, in which the effect of incomplete-cycle sampling on 
distortion can be shown more clearly. 
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3.5.1 Two-tone Third Order Distortion Estimation 
Consider the input composite signal: x{t) = cti sin(27r/iZ) + «2 sin(2;r f2t). As-
sume this composite signal is fed into a Mach-Zehnder modulator, which has 
a sinusoidal transfer characteristic and is biased at the half-transmission point. 
The even-order distortions are negligible [42] since the transfer function is an 
odd function. The output signal is 
y{t) = sm{x{t)) 
=sin(ai3'm(27rfit) + a � sin(27r/2t)) (3.3) 
Figure 3.6 (a) k (b) show the spectrum of the output signal in the cases 
of complete-cycle and incomplete-cycle sampling respectively for f i = 300MHz 
and f2 = 350MIIz. For these two carriers, different types of distortion terms, 
such as (/i 土 /2), (2/i 土 /2)，...，do not fall on the two input carriers. In 
the ease of complctc-cyclc sampling, all scconcl-orcler and third-order distortion 
terms present are also in the case of complcte-cycle sampling and so the spectral 
amplitudes are accurate. As depicted in Figure 3.6 (b)，the peak power levels 
of the carriers and distortion terms show deviations from the complete-cycle 
sampling case (Figure 3.6 (a)). Moreover, the 'noise floor，is raised by 240dB, 
and all the distortion terms that are buried under the 'noise floor' can no longer 
be identified. The power levels of those buried distortion terms are assumed 
to be the noise floor level. Thus the obtained values of the second- and third-
order distortions will be higher than the actual values while the CNR will be 
much smaller. The inaccuracy of the nonlinear distortion level in the case of 
incomplete-cycle sampling can also be alleviated using the windowing and the 
proposed correction methods. 
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Figure 3.6: Incomplete-cycle sampling on nonlinear distortion performance in 
a 2-channel input (a) Complete-cycle sampling; (b) Incomplete-cycle sampling. 
Channel frequencies: 300MHz and 350MHz; amplitude of each channel car-
ne r= l ; sampling frequency=3500MHz; number of sample points used in FFT is 
700 for complete-cycle sampling and 710 for incomplete-cycle sampling. 
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(a) Windowing 
The spectral amplitude accuracy obtained can be improved by using the 
banning window or modified-hanning window as mentioned in section 3.4. 
Although there will be a power penalty of all frequency components' peak 
power levels when using the window functions, the power levels can be cor-
rected using a window function correction factor (the value of the power 
penalty of the corresponding window function). In this way, the power 
levels will still be reliable with improvements in the frequency resolu-
tion. The spectral power of the two-tone third-order distortion terms 
/d = (2/2 一 fi) (400MHz) before and after windowing versus different 
incomplete-cycle sampling ratio Ld of this distortion term are shown in 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 respectively, where /i=300MHz, /2=350MHz, sam-
pling frequency /3=3500MHz and the number of sample points varies from 
2000 to 2100. The window correction factor has been added to compensate 
for the power penalty of the window function used. It is shown that the 
variation of the spectral power of fd is -1.34 dB for using banning window 
and -0.97 dB for using modified-hanning window. The obtained spectral 
power of the distortion term is always lowered than the actual value. 
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(b) Correction 
The correction method used in section 3.4.2 can be extended to correct 
the spectral power of the distortions present. Since the carrier amplitudes 
are much greater than that of the distortions, we can assume that the 
incomplete-cycle sampling effect from other distortion terms that affect 
the specified distortion term are insignificant as compared with the con-
tribution from the channel carriers. A correction scheme is proposed to 
give better estimation of the spectral power of the distortion components 
(see Appendix C.4). Consider the distortion component fd, the corrected 
spectral power is: 
Pu = (3.4) 
where X-fd is the obtained spectral amplitude at fd after performing DFT and 
sin(7r(L,- - Ld + A ) ) 威 仏 � ) 一 sin(7r(L^ + Lu - A)) ^-MLj-^Lg) 
一 sin(7rA) _ siri(7r(2Lci 一 A)) j2KL,i 
从 2 = A)) 
D = 丨 
The spectral power of the two-tone third-order distortion terms fd = 
(2/2-/1) (400MHz) before and after correction versus different incomplete-
cycle sampling ratios Ld of this distortion term is shown in Figure 3.9 
where /i=300MHz，/2=350MHz, sampling frequency /,=3500MHz and 
the number of sample points varies from 2000 to 2100. After the cor-
rection, the spectral power variation at fd is greatly reduced to about 士 
0.5dB. Compared with the result using banning window (-1.35dB) and 
modified-hanning window functions (-0.97dB), it gives smaller spectral 
power variation. Moreover, the variation of the spectral power at fd 
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exhibits a periodic pattern. The variation range reduces gradually with 
greater number of sample points (i.e. greater incomplete-cycle sampling 
ratio LD). Note that at integer values of the incomplete-cycle sampling 
ratio Ld, the spectral power at 400MHz is the closest to the actual value 
since at these points, complete-cycle sampling of the distortion term at 
400MHz occurs. The small spectral power variation after the correction is 
due to the incomplete-cycle sampling effects from other distortion terms. 
For instance, as depicted in Figure 3.9, when Ld equals 230.5, error re-
duction after correction is about 3.95 dB. Using the scheme, the spectral 
power error of 3-4dB in the distortion term can be corrected. Thus the pro-
posed correction scheme is quite effective in improving the spectral power 
accuracy. 
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Figure 3.9: Spectral power of (2/2 - /i) (at 400MHz) distortion term of two-
channel input (/i=300MHz, /2=350MHz) using correction scheme, sampled at 
3500MHz with 2000 to 2100 sample points 
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3.5.2 Composite Triple Beat Estimation 
Consider a 10-channel CATV system with channels carrier frequencies start from 
121.25MHz to 175.25MHz with 6MHz spacing. For such standard CATV fre-
quency assignment, the distortion components present at the carrier frequencies 
are the triple beat terms while the second-order and two-tone third-order distor-
tion components will not fall on the carrier frequencies. The whole composite 
signal is passed through a Mach-Zehnder modulator biased at half-transmission 
point. The output signal is sampled at 1752.5MHz and then FFT is performed. 
Incomplete-cycle sampling occurs and thus the spectral power estimation us-
ing FFT is inaccurate. Three approaches, the banning window, the proposed 
modified-hanning windows and the proposed correction scheme have been ap-
plied to alleviate the incomplete-cycle sampling effects. The numerical simu-
lation for CTB estimation is done in two steps. First, the spcctral power Pc 
of the chosen channcl, say chariricl i at frequency / � i s determined when only 
channel i is present in the system. Then, the channel fc is disabled and all other 
9 channel carriers are enabled. The distortion falling at frequency fc will be 
the triple beat components and its spectral power PCTB is also obtained. The 
ratio of PCTB to Pc will be the value of CTB at channel i. In this example, the 
values of obtained CTB at channel frequency 139.25MHz, using the above spec-
tral estimation approaches, are shown in Figure 3.10. Notice that the proposed 
correction scheme gives the most accurate values in CTB estimation, among the 
three approaches, for different incomplete-cycle sampling ratios. It gives about 
3 to 5 dB accuracy improvement than the windowing methods. 
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3.6 A Procedure of Spectrum Analysis for Mul-
tichannel CATV Systems 
Incomplete-cycle sampling which leads to spectral power variations exists very 
often in spectrum analysis. Therefore, we propose a procedure as a guideline to 
perform spectrum analysis for multichannel CATV systems to attain better spec-
tral estimation and thus the system parameters, such as CSO, CTB and CNR, 
obtained will be more reliable. The procedure is summarized in the flowchart 
as shown in Figure 3.11. When the channel frequencies are HRC, complete-
cycle sampling can easily be achieved. The obtained spectral amplitudes at 
the channel carriers are thus quite accurate but incomplete-cycle sampling may 
still occur at the distortion components. Incomplete-cycle sampling often occurs 
when standard CATV frequencies arc used. Therefore, windowing or the correc-
tion method may be used to obtain better results. If one concerns more about 
the frequency resolution, windowing can be used. A suitable window function 
with sufficiently narrow passband should be chosen for better frequency resolu-
tion. If one concerns more about the spectral amplitude accuracy, either choose 
a window function with low sidelobe level for lower spectral leakage effect or 
use the proposed correction scheme to obtain more accurate and reliable results. 
When the proposed correction scheme is used, the incomplete-cycle sampling ra-
tio should be obtained first for the frequency component concerned. Then, the 
correction methods for channel carriers and distortion components are used to 
correct the FFT's results. It provides an alternative to achieve better spectrum 
analysis for multichannel CATV systems. 
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Figure 3.11: Flowchart of the proposed procedure of spectrum analysis for mul-
tichannel CATV systems. 
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By following the above as a general guideline, the spectrum anlaysis for a 
multichannel CATV system is done in two steps. First, the spectral power of 
each channel carrier should be estimated first, considering only that channel 
is present in the system, by using either the windowing or correction methods. 
These obtained channel carrier spectral powers will be used to calculate the CSO， 
CTB and CNR later. Also, this information is useful in the proposed correction 
scheme for distortion estimation. After that, all channels should be enabled and 
the second-order and two-tone third order distortions can be similarly estimated. 
For triple beat distortion measurement, the chosen channel should be disabled 
since the triple beat distortion will fall on the carrier frequency. After these two 
steps, the values of CSO, CTB and CNR can be more accurately estimated. 
In general, by using this procedure, the spectral power variation of different 
frequency components concerned is minimized and the frequency resolution can 
be improved. Moreover, this procedure can be implemented easily in a FFT-
bascd spectrum analyser to achievc better spcctral power accuracy and frequency 
resolution. 
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3.7 Conclusion 
Incomplete-cycle sampling often occurs in most spectrum analysis applications. 
Such defects will severely lower the spectral amplitude accuracy as well as the 
frequency resolution. In this chapter, we have studied such incomplete-cycle 
sampling effect on the spectrum analysis of multichannel CATV distribution 
systems; in which the spectral amplitude and frequency resolution of the chan-
nel carriers and distortion components are important in deriving the system 
parameters such as CTB, CSO and CNR. The incomplete-cycle sampling effect 
is formulated mathematically for multichannel systems and the result is useful 
in predicting the accurate spectral values. Moreover, windowing and a proposed 
correction method are used to alleviate such detrimental effect, and the com-
parison results are given. It is shown that the proposed correction scheme has 
3-5clB improvement to achieve more accuratc CTB measurement than the win-
dowing method. A procedure to achicvc better spectrum analysis for multichan-
nel CATV systems is also presented. The proposed schemcs can be implemented 
on a FFT-based spectrum analyser to improve the fidelity of the measurements 
of multichannel CATV systems. 
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Appendix A 
Implementation of a high-speed 
T C M A optical network 
A . l System Setup 
Figure A.l: Experimental setup of a physical node for a high-speed TCMA 
optical network 
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A.2 Channel-tunable Delay Line Circuit 
\寶：耀m^^ 
Figure A.2: Electrical channel-tunable delay line circuit 
Figure A.3: Electrical channel-tunable delay line circuit (Circuit Layout) 
A.3 DFB Laser diode 
Figure A.4: DFB laser diode � 
A.4 Erbium-doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) 
^ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • B B ; ： ] 
Figure A.5: Erbium-doped fiber amplifier with 980nm Pump 
A.5 1 Gb/s to 16 Gb/s Fiber Multiplexer 
Figure A.6: 1 Gb/s to 16 Gb/s fiber multiplexer 
A.6 Nonlinear Amplifying Loop Mirror (NALM) 
M BmUBM 
Figure A.7: Nonlinear amplifying loop mirror 
A.7 Decision Circuit 
Figure A.8: 1.5Gb/s Decision c i rcui t 
^ ― — — 
mili^SSBl^誦 .. 
Figure A.9: 1.5Gb/s Decision circuit (Packaging) 
Appendix B 
Frequency Assignment Scheme of 
CATV Systems 
Channel Visual Carrier Frequency, MHz 
No. Harmonically-rclatcd (HRC) Standard (non-IIRC) 
14 120.00 121.25 
15 126.00 127.25 
16 132.00 133.25 
17 138.00 139.25 
18 144.00 145.25 
19 150.00 151.25 
20 156.00 157.25 




Assume there are N channel carriers /“ {for z•二 1，. •. ’iV) and the resultant 
composite signal in time domain will be x{t) = E i l i sin(27r/.t + 小“ where a, 
and (t>i are the peak amplitude and phase of the channel fi respectively. Let the 
sampling frequency is and the number of sample points used in the finite 
time period of DFT is M. 
First wc consider the spectral amplitude X{k) of the channel carriers. 
M-l , . 
X(k) 二 /or A; = 1，..., (A/一 1) 
n = 0 
= 2 2 Sin(—J— + <pi)e ^ 
n=0 t=l Js 
二 秘、一 e- i 字―”e-难 
i=l ^J n=0 
= 亡 2 艺 ( e 加 务 - 奈 — e — 务 + 备 ) — ( C . l ) 
1=1 n=0 
At frequency /„ the corresponding value of k should be (勞 ) . I n DFT, k 
should have integral values. However, in the case of incomplete-cycle sampling, 
the values of ( ^ ) are not integral and thus they are rounded-off to the nearest 
J 5 
80 
integers. That is the spectral amplitude X.fr at frequency fr is X{k = 
where 外） i s defined as the round-off operator. 
C.l Channel Carrier Power Level Variation 
with Rectangular Window 
“ Consider the spectral amplitude of the rth channel at frequency f , 
XJr = = 
\r M-1� 急 HJx.) f 
= ^ 严 ( 务 … • 办 • 一 ( 分 
r 書 4 • ( 缺 ） f • ( # ) � 1 
^ s r ^ 1 一c _ 丄 ~ e 地 一 r n e l 小、；C.2 
^^ _ 1 一 严 ( 分 - ： ^ ) 1 —厂J.M分 
Let the round-ofT error A =樂一巾（樂）and M be the number of sample 
points in the ease of complete-cycle sampling. 
X f _ 1一？ " “ _ _ Lll——/ • e-3小、(0.3) 
X-fT 一 1 一 严 舍 ） 1 一 e-J.2赠+分-告） J 
Let Li be the incomplete-cycle sampling ratio for frequency component fi 
with Li =(菩）w h e r e is the number of sample points in one complete 
period of the frequency fi. 
^ a, 汝 一 1 - 丨〔一他• 
X i 二 一 1 一e-i 發(L丨 + 仏 
一 ^ cii sin(7r(Li 一 + A)) 
一 t i 2i [ M U ^ i + A)) 
sin(7r(丄+ A)) (C 4) 
The spectral power of the channel carrier fr is P” 二 |X-/r| 
C.2 Channel Carrier Power Level With Man-
ning Window Function 
M-l 知 
x(k) = ^ x(n)h(n)e-'M 
n=0 
M-l N f.^ �1 2Tm .2nkn 
= + - C O S ( 口 ) ） 
n = 0 , = 1 L Z m 
= ( 学 + 仙 并 
+ (C.5) 
In the case of complete-cycle sampling, the result of the first part of the expres-
sion (C.5) is actually half of the result in (C.l) and the second part will converge 
to zero using similar simplification tehniques used in Appendix (C.l). Thus the 
spectral power at the channel carrier is lowered by four times (6 dB). So, power 
penalty of using banning window is 6 dB. 
C.3 Correction Factor for the Channel Carri-
ers 
Consider when all channel carriers have equal amplitudes and zero initial phases, 
for simplicity, that is, the values of a^  for z•二 1,. •., iV are the same. In the case 
of incomplete-cycle sampling, we define a correction factor Cr for channel carrier 
/r, as follows: 
r _ ^ sin(7r(L,- - L. -h A)) 
"I 2 
sin(7r(L‘ + - A ) ) ( q 6) 
一 s in(射 L‘ + Lr-A)) 
Then the corrected Pr is: 
Pr{clB) = Pr{dB) 一 Cr{dB) (C.7) 
C.4 Correction Scheme for Distortion Terms 
Let fd be the frequency of the distortion term considered. The spcctral ampli-
tude at frequency fd will be: 
X-fd 
A di sin(7r(Li + A ) ) " ⑷ 一 納 一 shi(7r(L‘ + Ld - A))广"(j:,+“)(i^) 
t — 1 
-
2 sm(7rA) 一 sin(7r(2Ld 一 A)) 亡 “ 〜 納 
+ 巧 UR^- s i n(射2L广八)) \ [ 2 ^ ^ ‘ 
£>3 
The corrected spectral of the distortion component fd: 
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